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The popular DISCOVERING COMPUTERS ESSENTIALS is now revised, based
on customer feedback, to reflect the evolving needs of today's Introductory
Technology students. This exciting new edition maintains proven hallmarks that
ensure students know what they need to be successful digital citizens in college
and beyond. This edition offers the latest coverage of today's digital world with an
emphasis on enterprise computing, ethics, Internet search skills, mobile
computing, various operating systems, browsers and security. Critical thinking
and problem-solving exercises throughout the text reinforce key skills, while endof-chapter activities provide hands-on practice. DISCOVERING COMPUTERS
ESSENTIALS provides the content your students need, presented in a way that
ensures their success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Intended for those who already know the Java language, this book will help
programmers get the most out of Javas capabilities. Topics covered include:
good Java style for reusable components, using Java beans, the JDBC,
optimizing and testing code, using the IFC tools, and the new JFC. It also
explores the significant and exciting developments in Java and covers techniques
that will be fundamental to programmers developing significant applications in
Java.
Friendly, quick, and 100% practical, My Samsung Galaxy S5 is the must-have
companion for every Samsung Galaxy S5 user. Step-by-step instructions with
callouts to Samsung Galaxy S5 photos that show you exactly what to do Help
when you run into Samsung Galaxy S5 problems or limitations Tips and Notes to
help you get the most from your Samsung Galaxy S5 Full-color, step-by-step
tasks walk you through getting and keeping your Samsung Galaxy S5 working
just the way you want. Learn how to: Quickly set up your Galaxy S5 and master
its improved TouchWiz interface Save time with great features such as Priority
Senders, S Finder, and Swype Personalize the Home screen and tweak system
settings to make your S5 uniquely yours Manage your contacts and create
appointments Reach out to friends with text and multimedia messages Send and
receive email from multiple accounts, including Gmail Capture stunning photos
with the amazing 16MP, HDR-capable camera Shoot state-of-the-art ultra-high
definition/4K videos Make your phone child-friendly and child-safe with Kids
Mode Never get lost with built-in GPS and Google Maps Move files over Wi-Fi,
USB, or Bluetooth Reliably synchronize important contact, calendar, and other
data Find great new apps on Google Play, Amazon Appstore, and beyond Make
the most of S Voice and Google/Voice Search, your new “personal assistants”
Check your heart rate and track your personal fitness Stretch battery life to the
max with Ultra Power Saving mode “Mirror” your phone’s display on your highdef TV Share Internet access by transforming your S5 into a mobile hotspot
Protect your personal data with the new Fingerprint Scanner Keep your phone
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safe and secure--and enable it to be found if you lose it Fix lockups, memory
shortages, and other annoyances
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International
Conference on High Performance Computing and Communications, HPCC 2007.
The 75 revised full papers address all current issues of parallel and distributed
systems and high performance computing and communication, including
networking protocols, embedded systems, wireless, mobile and pervasive
computing, Web services and internet computing, and programming interfaces
for parallel systems.
Shows power users how to take Windows XP to the next level, focusing on
functionality, networking, and overall performance Features to-the-point coverage
that skips introductory explanations and focuses instead on the real-world tips
and tricks power users need to become more productive Written in a friendly,
approachable style by experienced XP author and power user Curt Simmons
Topics covered include scripting, managing applications, making the most of
digital media, power management, hardware management, the registry and file
systems, security, auditing, backup and data storage, system performance,
system recovery, Microsoft's popular download XP Power Toys, networking, and
wireless
Hands-On Guide to Windows Media is a practical guide that teaches how to
distribute audio and video efficiently and effectively over computer networks. This
book enables you to get up and running quickly and focuses on one of the most
popular tools in the streaming media universe, Windows Media. This book will
help you to understand the unique characteristics and demands of streaming
audio and video information over packet-switched networks. Ideal even for nontechnical readers.
Silverlight is Microsoft's cross-browser technology for creating rich user
experiences on the Web. Like its predecessor, Silverlight 4 rides atop the .NET
framework for maximum ease of use and coding efficiency. The technology
carries forward much of the work that has been done before and augments it in
many important respects, including support for H.264 video, major improvements
to the graphics engine (including true 3D rendering), and much richer databinding options for interfacing with other applications. Pro Silverlight 4 in VB is an
invaluable reference for professional developers who want to discover the
features of Silverlight. Author Matthew MacDonald's expert advice guides you
through creating rich media applications using Silverlight in the environment
you're most productive in—no matter what the target platform. As you learn about
the features that put Silverlight in direct competition with Adobe Flash, such as
rich support for 2D and 3D drawing, animations, and media playback, you'll
experience the plumbing of .NET and the design model of WPF through
Silverlight—all of the same .NET technology that developers use to design nextgeneration Windows applications. In this book, MacDonald provides a
comprehensive tutorial written from professional developer to professional
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developer.
This book constitutes late breaking papers from the 22nd International
Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2020, which was held in July
2020. The conference was planned to take place in Copenhagen, Denmark, but
had to change to a virtual conference mode due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
From a total of 6326 submissions, a total of 1439 papers and 238 posters have
been accepted for publication in the HCII 2020 proceedings before the
conference took place. In addition, a total of 333 papers and 144 posters are
included in the volumes of the proceedings published after the conference as
“Late Breaking Work” (papers and posters). These contributions address the
latest research and development efforts in the field and highlight the human
aspects of design and use of computing systems. The 34 late breaking papers
presented in this volume were organized in two topical sections named: Virtual,
Augmented and Mixed Reality Design and Implementation; and User Experience
in Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality.
Leverage the power of Windows XP and fully satisfy your business needs with
help from this practical guide. Covering data storage on CDs and DVDs, printing
and faxing, transferring files, connecting to and using a local area network, using
a modem, setting up and using an Internet connection, and much more -- this
book is ideal if you’re new to Windows XP Professional.
Explore your Galaxy Tab S with an expert tour guide at your side Samsung
Galaxy Tab S For Dummies is a user-friendly guide to getting the most out of
your new tablet. You'll discover how different the tablet experience is from the
desktop, laptop, or smartphone, and learn how to take advantage of everything
your Galaxy Tab S has to offer. This entertaining guide walks you through each
feature one by one, helping you learn exactly what your tablet can do for you.
With everything from reading to playing games and surfing the Internet, you will
learn how to be productive and have fun, too! Navigate your Galaxy Tab S easily,
and get acquainted with the keyboard Send e-mail, browse the Web, and tap into
social media Make phone calls, take pictures, and hold video chats Play music,
movies, games, and more Your Galaxy Tab S has so much to offer — it's not a
computer, but it is so much more than a smartphone. Samsung Galaxy Tab S For
Dummies is the perfect guide to getting to know your Galaxy S tablet, so settle in
and see what your tablet can do.
Concise lessons explain how to use jQuery mobile to create mobile sites that
display on different devices, covering how to style user interfaces, use scannable
QRs and tag codes, and work with device emulators.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the
First International Conference, UCMedia 2009, which was held on 9-11
December 2009 at Hotel Novotel Venezia Mestre Castellana in Venice, Italy. The
conference`s focus was on forms and production, delivery, access, discovery and
consumption of user centric media. After a thorough review process of the papers
received, 23 were accepted from open call for the main conference and 20
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papers for the workshops.
Build optimized, efficient, and real-time applications that are production-ready
using Unreal Engine's Material Editor Key Features Create stunning visual effects
for 3D games and high-quality graphics Design efficient Shaders for mobile
platforms without sacrificing their realism Discover what goes into the structure of
Shaders and why lighting works the way it does Book Description Unreal Engine
4 is a powerful game engine, one which has seen a recent boost in widespread
adoption thanks to its ease of use and the powerful rendering pipeline that it
packs. Seeing as how it's relatively easy to create stunning presentations and
visuals, Unreal has quickly become a strong contender in industries where this
kind of software had been previously denied entry. With that in mind, this book
aims to help you get the most out of Unreal Engine 4 - from creating aweinspiring graphics to delivering optimized experiences to your users. This is
possible thanks to a mixture of hands-on experience with real materials and the
theory behind them. You will immediately know how to create that material that
you want to display, and you'll also end up with the knowledge that will let you
know how to control it. All of this will be done without losing sight of two key
components of any real-time application - optimization, and efficiency. The
materials that you create will be light and efficient, and they will vary depending
on your target platform. You'll know which techniques can be used in any kind of
device and which ones should be kept to high-end machines, giving you the
confidence to tackle any material-related task that you can imagine. Hop onboard
and discover how! What you will learn Master Unreal Engine's rendering pipeline
for developing real-time graphics Use physically based rendering (PBR) for
building materials and lighting solutions Build optimized materials for games
targeting multiple platforms Understand Unreal Engine's node and functions for
creating desirable effects Design and build production-ready shaders Explore
Unreal Engine's Material Editor for building complex materials and textures Who
this book is for This book is for developers who want to create their first Shaders
in Unreal Engine 4 or wish to take their game to a whole new level by adding
professional post-processing effects. A solid understanding of Unreal is required
to get the most from this book.
A full-color reference for getting the most out of your Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1!
A vast improvement over the original Galaxy Tab, the 10.1 uses the latest version
of the Android operating system and is a 4G LTE mobile device. These
upgrades—along with many others, including the better screen quality, better web
browsing with Flash, and better multitasking capabilities—are all covered in this
fun and friendly guide to the Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1. Everything from how-to
topics to the most useful features to helpful tricks and techniques, this practical
guide shows you how to get the most out of this cutting-edge device. Details how
the Galaxy Tab 10.1 goes one step further than the iPad with phone
communications plus video chat and conferencing Explains in detail how to find
your way around the Galaxy Tab 10.1 Covers e-mailing, web browsing, using the
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digital library, connecting with friends in the galaxy, taking photos with the
camera, and enjoying music Highlights how to customize your Galaxy Tab 10.1
so that it's right for your needs Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 For Dummies is musthave reading for anyone who wants to go beyond the basics and explore another
galaxy of tablet computing!
A handy, concise guide to the Droid 4 from bestselling author Dan Gookin As
handy, productive, and trim as your new Droid 4 smartphone, this easy-in, easyout Droid 4 guide is just what you need to get the very most out of Google's latest
home-run smartphone. Bestselling For Dummies author Dan Gookin keeps you
ahead of the game by thoroughly and clearly covering all the bases. Master basic
phone operations, texting, portable web browsing, social networking, video
chatting, and tons more, all delivered in Dan Gookin's fun, funny, fact-filled, and
entertaining style. Helps you get the most out of your Droid 4 smartphone, which
runs on the ultrafast 4G LTE network Provides an amazing range of useful howtos, tricks, and techniques Explains setup, basic operations, text and typing, the
address book, portable web browsing, and social networking Also covers video
chatting, shooting and sharing photos and HD video, wireless networking,
downloading the latest apps and games, and customizing your Droid 4 with cool
content and amazing accessories Now that you've got the new Droid 4, make it
do your bidding with Droid 4 For Dummies!
Presents information and tips for the smartphone, including managing contacts,
downloading applications, browsing the Internet, and listening to music.
Even though the Windows Media Center interface is simple to operate, not all activities are
intuitive or easy to implement. You may need help determining which type of Media Center PC
to buy, or with connecting and configuring the Media Center PC in your home theater system.
Creating a Digital Home Entertainment System with Windows Media Center book brings the
experience and expertise of The Green Button (the premiere Media Center website) and
author Michael Miller to help you plan, use, and troubleshoot your new Media Center PCs and
get the most out of Windows Media Center Edition.
Contains instructions for timesaving techniques when using Microsoft Windows Vista, covering
such topics as customizing the desktop, managing passwords, setting security, streamlining
maintenance, working with multimedia, and setting up a home network.
Presents a guide to the features of the Samsung Galaxy Tab 2, covering such topics as the
Android operating system, using Google Play, sending email and text messages, adding new
hardware, and reading and managing ebooks.
A Linux smart home is about controlling and monitoring devices and information around your
home using a standard personal computer, Linux, and its vast array of open source tools. You
don’t have to be a master programmer to create one. If you like to tinker with Linux, Linux
Smart Homes For Dummies will guide you through cool home automation projects that are as
much fun to work on as they are to use. Home automation used to be limited to turning on
lights and appliances, and maybe controlling your thermostat and lawn sprinkler, from your
computer. While you still might not be able to create all the Jetsons’ toys, today you can also
Build a wireless network Create and set up a weather station Automate your TV and sound
system Spy on your pets when you’re not home Set up an answering system that knows what
to do with calls Increase your home’s security If you know how to use Linux and a few basic
development tools — Perl, the BASH shell, development libraries, and the GNU C
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compiler—Linux Smart Homes For Dummies will help you do all these tricks and more. For
example, you can Discover the best sources for Linux-based home automation devices Set up
a wireless network, create a wireless access point, build a bridge between wired and wireless
networks, and route your own network traffic Build a personal video recorder with MythTV that
will record to DVD, or set up a wireless streaming music system Create a smart phone system
that takes messages and forwards them to your fax, modem, or answering machine Build a
weather station that notifies you of severe weather alerts Control and secure your home
automation network, and even check on your house when you’re away The bonus CD-ROM
includes all kinds of cool open source software for your home automation projects. Linux Smart
Homes For Dummies even includes lists of cool gadgets to check out and great ways to
automate those boring household chores. A smart home’s a happy home!
Microsoft Windows Vista On Demand , Second Edition FOR THOSE WHO WOULD RATHER
BE SHOWN HOW THAN TOLD HOW SEE HOW TO • Master the Windows Vista user
experience, including Windows Aero • Manage files and information using Windows Vista
programs and Sidebar gadgets • Create your own movies, slides shows, and DVDs • Rip,
manage, and play digital music and videos • Protect your computer from Internet or network
intruders • Explore the Internet, send e-mail and instant message, and publish calendars on
the Web • Customize, fine-tune, and administer Windows Vista • Set up multiple users and
parental controls • Perform Instant Searches to quickly find files and programs • Prepare for
the Microsoft Certified Application Specialist exam On the Web This book uses real-world
examples to give you a context in which to use the tasks. This book also includes workshops to
help you put together individual tasks into projects. The Windows Vista example files that you
need for project tasks are available at www.perspection.com. Perspection has written and
produced books on a variety of computer software–including Microsoft Office 2007 and 2003,
Microsoft Windows Vista and XP, Microsoft Expression Web, Apple Mac OS X Leopard, Adobe
Photoshop CS3 and CS2, Adobe Flash CS3 and 8, and Adobe Dreamweaver CS3. In 1991,
after working for Apple Computer and Microsoft, Steve Johnson founded Perspection, Inc.
Perspection is committed to providing information and training to help people use software
more effectively. Perspection has written more than 80 computer books, and sold more than 5
million copies. Includes MCAS Exam Objectives! This courseware meets the objectives for the
Microsoft Certified Application Specialist (MCAS). Upon completion of this courseware, you
may be prepared to take the exam for MCAS qualification. To learn more about becoming a
Microsoft Certified Application Specialist, visit www.microsoft.com.
Designed for media professionals working across a broad range of formats, Developer's Digital
Media Reference is an excellent reference guide for those keeping pace with this dynamic
industry. As "convergence" between the World Wide Web, multimedia, and television
production communities continues, there is an increased demand for professionals to
familiarize themselves with the many new delivery contexts, including hybrid DVD (where
digital video content and computer data live on the same disc), interactive TV, and streaming
media. Developer's Digital Media Reference covers essential technologies such as SVG
(scalable vector graphics), SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language, a markup
language for creating animations on the web), MPEG-4 (compression standard for streaming
audio/video), and Dynamic Web Applications. In addition to serving as a quick-look-up guide,
this text is organized to explain today's major media: server-based architectures, disc-based
architectures, distribution architectures, and merging/shared architectures. Each topic is
discussed in terms of the technological background-evolution, current tools, and production
tips and techniques.
The first time I heard the term ''computer crash,'' I started worrying about the challenge of
mastering these machines. Frankly I had all the gear but little or no idea on how to even get
started. With no accelerator, no brake, not even a steering wheel, how was I going to control
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and do something useful with this computer? It doesn't have to be that way as long as you
have the proper instruction. Get your first computer driving lessons from Computers For
Seniors For Dummies. The For Dummies team is known for making even the most difficult
subjects easy - and fun - to master. In this book, you find the ideal road map for finding your
way around a personal computer, your PC (learnt something new already!) for the first time.
Using Computers For Seniors For Dummies, you discover how to set up and fine tune your
PC. You find out how to use Windows Vista - the petrol for your machine. Then the fun really
begins! You can surf the vast world of the Internet to do anything from catching up on the latest
news to finding out about a new hobby. (Be sure to visit me at www.stirlingmoss.com! ) You
can put your photos on the computer and share them with friends and family. You can play
games. You can play music. You can shop for anything and everything under the sun. You can
send greetings and gifts and join in online discussions. You can plan your vacations and print
maps to your destination so you can get there without a wrong turn! And if you run into trouble,
Computers For Seniors For Dummies has a repair shop - a section on working out and fixing
the problem. Computers open up a great world of possibilities. You should be a part of it. With
Computers For Seniors For Dummies, you have the power to participate in that world. If I can
learn to drive a computer, although I still have my ''L'' plates on, so can you! Lose your fear and
take control of your new machine with Computers For Seniors For Dummies - the book that is
easy and fun to use and prepared especially for you.
This practical, full-color guide explains your Droid 3, inside and out This guide to the hot new
Droid 3 is just what you need to get the very most out of the next-generation smartphone from
Google. Bestselling For Dummies author Dan Gookin keeps you ahead of the curve by
thoroughly and clearly covering all the bases--from setup and configuration to using all the
phone's features, texting, email, accessing the Internet, synching with a PC, using the camera,
and much more. Helps you get the most out of your Droid 3 smartphone, which runs on the 4G
LTE network Walks you through all features and functions of this Internet- and multimediaenabled new model Covers setup and configuration, texting, email, accessing the Internet,
synching with a PC, using the camera, and extending the battery Provides a host of useful tips,
tricks, and techniques Touches on the over 200,000 available apps, which can be purchased
from the Android Market or through the Verizon Droid-specific AppSphere Now that you've got
the new Droid 3, make the most of it with Droid 3 For Dummies!

Windows 8.1 continues the evolution of the most radical redesign in Microsoft’s history.
It combines the familiar Windows desktop with a new, touchscreen-friendly world of tiles
and full-screen apps. Luckily, David Pogue is back to help you make sense of it—with
humor, authority, and 500 illustrations. The important stuff you need to know: What’s
new in 8.1. The update to 8.1 offers new apps, a universal Search, the return of the
Start menu, and several zillion other nips and tucks. New features. Storage Spaces,
Windows To Go, File Histories—if Microsoft wrote it, this book covers it. Security. Protect
your PC from viruses, spyware, spam, sick hard drives, and out-of-control kids. The
network. HomeGroups, connecting from the road, mail, Web, music streaming among
PCs—this book has your network covered. The software. Media Center, Photo Gallery,
Internet Explorer, speech recognition—this one authoritative, witty guide makes it all
crystal clear. It’s the book that should have been in the box.
You are one step away from making the most of your new Samsung Galaxy S21
Phone, if only you can make the decision to purchase this book. Take a deep breath
and explore the wonderful features of the new Samsung Galaxy S21 series. Learn all
there is to know about this trio and also get some hidden tricks to make your usage
experience easier and better. This book will save you the stress of searching through
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dozens of pages on the internet looking for information as it comes with everything you
need to get the most out of your new device. A snippet of what you will learn in this
manual include: ? Introducing Samsung Galaxy s21, s21+ and s21 ultra ? First Look at
the S21, S21+, and S21 ultra ? How to use the Screen reader ? How to set up the
Visibility enhancements ? How to set up Hearing enhancements ? How to set up
Interaction and dexterity ? Screen lock types ? How to set up Find my mobile ? Security
update ? How to Install unknown apps ? How to set up Secure folder ? How to Encrypt
SD card ? View password ? How to set up Credential storage ? How to set up Strong
protection ? Advanced security settings ? And much more... Scroll up and click on the
BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON to get this manual in your library.
Get on the fast track to mastering Vista Want to join the move to Microsoft's new
Windows Vista? Whether it's for home or business, you can make the transition
painlessly with this easy-to-follow guide. Gain solid skills as you progress from station
to station in a series of clear-cut tutorials on new Vista tools. Learn how to customize
your desktop, go wireless, set security, and more. The last stop? Become a Vista power
user and see where you can go. Start the journey today on The L Line. * Select the
right Vista edition or upgrade for your needs * Browse the new interface * Master
indexing, searching, and security in Vista * Create CDs, DVDs, and file libraries All
aboard for valuable online extras Visit the L Line Web site at www.wiley/com/go/thelline
for valuable online supplementary materials: * Test bank with challenging review
questions * PowerPoint(r) slides with chapter outlines * Practice exam answers Along
The L Line * Complete tutorial coverage * Ample illustrations and examples * Realworld applications and hints for avoiding pitfalls * Practice exams that help you evaluate
your progress
The volume includes a set of selected papers extended and revised from the I2009
Pacific-Asia Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Software Engineering (KESE
2009) was held on December 19~ 20, 2009, Shenzhen, China. Volume 2 is to provide a
forum for researchers, educators, engineers, and government officials involved in the
general areas of Knowledge Engineering and Communication Technology to
disseminate their latest research results and exchange views on the future research
directions of these fields. 135 high-quality papers are included in the volume. Each
paper has been peer-reviewed by at least 2 program committee members and selected
by the volume editor Prof.Yanwen Wu. On behalf of the this volume, we would like to
express our sincere appreciation to all of authors and referees for their efforts reviewing
the papers. Hoping you can find lots of profound research ideas and results on the
related fields of Knowledge Engineering and Communication Technology.
Introduce your students to the new generation of Microsoft Office for Mac with the new
generation of Shelly Cashman Series books! For the past three decades, the Shelly
Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of students. With
Office 2011 for Mac, we're continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven
pedagogy to reflect the learning styles of today's students. In Microsoft Office 2011 for
Mac: Introductory you'll find features that are specifically designed to engage students,
improve retention, and prepare them for future success. Our trademark step-by-step,
screen-by-screen approach now encourages students to expand their understanding of
the Office 2011 software through experimentation, exploration, and planning ahead.
Brand new end of chapter exercises prepare students to become more capable
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software users by requiring them to use critical thinking and problem-solving skills to
create real-life documents. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A fully updated guide to creating dynamic presentations with PowerPoint 2010
PowerPoint dominates the presentation landscape. With the changes in PowerPoint
2010, including the availability of an online version, PowerPoint users need this
comprehensive reference to make the most of the program. PowerPoint 2010 All-inOne For Dummies features in-depth coverage of the elements and the process involved
in creating knockout presentations. Seven minibooks cover all the new 2010 features,
providing a great education for beginners and showing PowerPoint veterans lots of new
tricks. PowerPoint is the leading presentation software used in business and education;
new features in PowerPoint 2010 include an online version and expanded audiovisual
capabilities Seven self-contained minibooks cover getting started; building a
presentation; tables, charts, and diagrams; graphics and shapes; adding audio, video,
and animation; giving the presentation; and PowerPoint for power users Explains how
to use the interface and tools and shows how to represent data visually for greater
impact Provides important tips on adding the human element when making a
presentation Gives advanced users advice on creating templates, collaboration,
automation, and more PowerPoint 2010 All-in-One For Dummies gets novices up to
speed and helps experienced users take their skills to the next level.
Need Windows help? Find the latest tips and tricks in this perennial favorite on
Windows Windows 11 promises to be the fastest, most secure, and most flexible
version of the Microsoft operating system yet. With a promise like that, of course you
want to start using it, as quickly as possible! Windows 11 For Dummies gives you that
speed, security, and flexibility by getting you up to date with the latest in Windows.
Windows expert and bestselling author Andy Rathbone gives you a helping hand by
showing you how to get around the newly updated Windows 11 interface, how to use
the new Windows tools like Teams and widgets, and how to use Android apps. Your
tour of Windows 11 starts with the Start menu and ends with how to troubleshoot when
things go wrong. In between you find out how to find files on your hard drive, connect
with friends and colleagues on Microsoft Teams, transfer photos from your phone to
your hard drive, or switch between your desktop and laptop. Additional topics include:
Navigating the Start menu Finding where your files are hiding Adding separate user
accounts to keep your kids out of your business Connecting to a WiFi network
Customizing your widgets Switching to a laptop or tablet You know what you want to
get done. Keep Windows 11 For Dummies by your desktop, laptop, and tablet, and you
can open it at any time to find out how to get your Windows computer to do what you
need.
Recent advancements in mobile device technologies are revolutionizing how we
socialize, interact, and connect. By connecting the virtual community with the local
environment, mobile social networks (MSNs) create the opportunity for a multitude of
new personalized services for mobile users. Along with that comes the need for new
paradigms, mechanism
Beginning iOS Media App Development is a ground-breaking tutorial that explores the
near limitless, programmable audio-visual capabilities of the iPhone, iPad and iPod
touch using real-world examples and thorough explanations of the code. This book
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includes detailed step-by-step instructions and important background information from
experienced media and utility app developer, Ahmed Bakir. You'll learn about content
creation, playback, and advanced topics, including AirPlay, AVKit, and Swift. Each
chapter is framed with a project that illustrates the concepts being discussed and pulls
in lessons from other popular apps. You'll even learn about the latest iOS 8 and Xcode
6 media features. After reading this book, you should be able to build your first rich
media app or utility app that utilizes multimedia for the App Store. And if you're a game
developer, this book will provide you with tools to help make your game app look even
better by integrating native iOS features.
Portfolios have always been artists' most valuable tools for communicating their talents
to the outside world, whether to potential employers or galleries or clients. But the days
of sketches and slides have given way to arrangements of digital assets that are both
simpler and more complex than their traditional analog counterparts. Instructor and
design professional Cynthia Baron covers all the facets that artists need to know, from
choosing the best work for a particular audience to using various file formats to
organizing, designing, and presenting the portfolio. Beautiful full-color illustrations
demonstrate her instructions, and case studies throughout portray examples of
attractive and effective portfolio design. This book gives artists at any level a creative
edge, ensuring that their portfolios get noticed and help them stand out from the crowd.
A guide to Microsoft Windows Media Player for Windows XP covers such topics as
burning CDs, finding and playing back Web content, watching DVDs, and creating
custom content on Web sites.
This two-volume set CCIS 173 and CCIS 174 constitutes the extended abstracts of the
posters presented during the 14th International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, HCII 2011, held in Orlando, FL, USA in July 2011, jointly with 12 other
thematically similar conferences. A total of 4039 contributions was submitted to HCII
2011, of which 232 poster papers were carefully reviewed and selected for presentation
as extended abstracts in the two volumes.
Friendly, quick, and 100% practical, My Samsung Galaxy Tab A is the must-have
companion for every Samsung Galaxy Tab A user. Step-by-step instructions with
callouts to photos that show you exactly what to do with the Galaxy Tab A 9.7 and
Galaxy Tab A 8.0 Help when you run into Samsung Galaxy Tab A problems or
limitations Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your Samsung Galaxy Tab A
Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your Samsung
Galaxy Tab A working just the way you want. Learn how to Navigate Samsung Galaxy
Tab A’s Android operating system Retrieve, play, and manage music, video, podcasts,
and audiobooks Use Google Play as a portal to movies and TV content Capture higher
quality photos and video Surf the Web quickly with the built-in browser Simplify your life
with the Calendar and Contacts Send email, text, and multimedia messages Connect
your Galaxy Tab A to other devices and the cloud Use your Galaxy Tab A as an
eReader to read books and magazines online Find and share any destination with
Maps Discover, install, maintain, and work with new Android apps and widgets
Customize your tablet to reflect your personal style and preferences Keep your Galaxy
Tab A software up to date, reliable, and running smoothly
Nonlinear (NLE), or digital, editing software permits the manipulation of digitized video.
Editors can cut, splice, create transitions, and do much more than was ever possible
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with conventional film editing techniques. In Vegas Editing Workshop 5, novice to
intermediate Vegas users, including professional and hobbyist filmmakers, learn how to
master the craft of editing with the latest version of Vegas, an NLE software application
for the PC platform. This editing workshop, complete with a DVD Architect tool set,
delivers firsthand guidance on the art and technique of editing using tutorial lessons
that cover every essential operation. Experienced editors and novices alike benefit from
real-world examples of how to work more efficiently. The book also covers the
application's exceptional audio features.
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